
Vanta™ iX In-Line XRF Analyzer 
Integration Options 
The Vanta iX in-line XRF analyzer provides several installation options. This flexibility means you  
will have to make a few decisions when integrating the analyzer into your system.

Power: PoE+ or DC

The most common way to power the Vanta iX analyzer is with Power over Ethernet Plus (PoE+)  
because it handles both communications and power requirements with one cable. We recommend  
PoE+ (IEEE 802.3at) rather than standard PoE. If your system does not have PoE+, power injectors  
can be purchased from Olympus as an accessory or from third parties.

We also have a DC power supply (18 V, 70 W) transformer with a locking IP-rated connector to  
plug into your AC mains power supply.

System Control: Vanta Connect API or PLC

Vanta Connect uses a straightforward web socket connection that works with almost any system  
for sending commands to and receiving data from the Vanta iX analyzer. An Ethernet connection  
and simple commands in a JSON file enable you to start a test, stop a test, and get results. An  
online repository of sample code is available with system purchase. With some simple coding  
you can customize the control system.

Many facilities still use traditional PLC-driven 
systems and discrete signals run over a hardwired 
0–5 V system. There are 8 general purpose input/
output (GPIO) pins for Olympus-determined use 
(e.g., start/stop test, interlocks) and 8 GPIO pins 
that can be user-configured. 

The function of each output pin is controlled 
with simple scripted logic stored on the analyzer. 
For example, you can configure the analyzer so 
voltage goes high if iron >45% or the grade match 
is exact. Use the inputs to select predetermined 
configurations for how the analyzer will run—
change test times, pass/fail grades, analysis 
methods, or any parameter. 
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Method Setup: API or PC Software

The Vanta™ Connect API has a full set of commands to set up an analysis method. Use the Vanta 
Connect to push parameters such as method selection, grade library, pass/fail criteria, test times, and 
export destination.

The PC software can be used to:

1.   Manually push the instrument profile to the analyzer. The PC software connects via an Ethernet cable 
so you can push parameters such as method selection, grade library, pass/fail criteria, test times, and 
export destination. 

2.   Manually initiate tests—a convenient feature for troubleshooting during installation. 

3.   Run a web application to monitor functions while the analyzer is running.


